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Samsung a50 emergency contacts

Making sure your emergency contacts are always accessible is something we should all consider. Our previous post covered how to set up emergency contacts on an iOS device, so that they could be contacted without unlocking your phone. For those of you with Android phones, the process may be
different depending on which version of Android you have. Emergency Contacts Settings – Pre JellybeanAndroid Phones that prior to the Jellybean update have in case of emergency (ICE) contacts as a default feature. To set this, go to your contacts and follow these steps: Select the Groups tab. Select
ICE - Emergency contacts. Use the icon to the right of Find Contacts (one more sign) to add an emergency contact. Select or add a new contact to the group. All contacts in this group will be available from the lock screen, so you can call them without unlocking your phone In this video we show you how to
set up emergency information on a MotorolaSetting Up Emergency Contacts device – JellybeanUnfortunately this incredibly useful feature was removed from Android. Setting up ICE information on other phones will depend on which version of Android you're using. You may have the ability to set up a lock
screen message and enter information in your settings. You may want to use the ICE prefix before an emergency contact phone number. Note, however, that anyone can see the information you provide if they have access to your phone. The easiest solution? As an easy solution that will work on almost
any device, set your lock wallpaper in an image with your ICE number in one of the corners. Accessibility Resource Center Jump to main content If you have been in an accident or have suffered a major medical event that leaves you incapacitated, one of the first things first responders will check is the
phone for medical information or an emergency contact. Modern smartphones have created standards for this, and have made it easy for users to put in their information because first responders have easy access to it. Here's how to put in your information on iPhone and Android phones: Apple iPhone
has incorporated emergency information into its Health app. Just open the Health app, tap the Medical ID tab, then tap Edit. You can introduce medical conditions, notes, allergies and reactions, medications, blood types, whether or not you are an organ donor, and emergency contacts. Now that
information will be available to anyone from the lock screen by tapping Emergency and then Medical ID. Android There are a couple of ways to add your information on the lock screen. Android allows you to simply put a message on the lock screen, where you can put any information you want. This could
even be contact information in case your phone gets lost. To do this, open the Settings app and tap Security &amp; Location. Next to Screen lock, tap Settings. Then tap Block screen message. Enter the message and tap Unseen. You can also use android androids emergency information. To add your
information to this, open the Settings app and tap System &gt; Emergency Info &gt; You can enter any information you want to share. For medical information, tap Edit info. If you don't see Edit Information, you may need to tap Info first. There's also a section for emergency contacts, and you can only tap
Add Contact. If you don't see Add contact to tap, you may need to tap Contacts first. Anyone will then be able to access this information by swiping on the lock screen and tapping Emergency, then Emergency Information and then tapping Emergency Information when blinking. Samsung Devices To add
your medical information, first go to Settings, and then tap Lock screen and security &gt; App information and shortcuts &gt; owner information. You can enter any information that you want to appear on the lock screen, and then choose Done. If you want to make it possible for someone to call emergency
contacts from the lock screen, you'll need to add phone numbers to the ICE Contacts group (In case of emergency) in the Contacts app. First open the Contacts app, then tap the Groups button in the top right corner. Tap the ICE group - emergency contacts and add emergency contacts. Then press Go.
To turn on emergency contacts call from your lock screen, you'll first need to make sure your phone is locked. Then go to the lock screen without actually opening it. Hold down the phone icon and drag it to the center. When the numeric keypad is displayed, press the Emergency Call button. You can then
add contacts from your emergency group by pressing the + symbol for each new contact. You can have up to 3 contacts in the ICE group. In a critical situation, the Galaxy phone can make all the difference. You can use it to make emergency calls or contact loved ones at a time of need. And if you need
to act quickly, you can dial directly from the Lock screen. In addition to this, you can turn on emergency mode. This will help preserve battery life by altering some of your phone's features, such as decreasing screen brightness and limiting apps. With emergency mode, your phone's battery can last a
couple of days. Note: The Home screen will be changed to a black theme to reduce battery consumption. The screens and settings available may vary depending on your wireless service provider, software version, and phone model. Make an emergency call from the Block When something urgent
happens, you probably don't get your phone up and call 9-1-1. If you have a security measure, such as a PIN or a biometrics, you can make an emergency call from the Block screen. Just swipe your phone screen to go to the Lock screen, then tap Emergency call. A dialing bearing will appear where you
can enter the desired number. Registered emergency contacts will also appear at the top of the screen. Finally, a medical information icon will appear at the bottom screen. Tap this to show any medical information you've added to your personal contact. Make an emergency call without a service or SIM
card In a difficult situation, you can still make emergency calls even if you don't have a service or a work SIM card. As long as there is a network signal nearby, your phone will allow you to contact 9-1-1. The network doesn't even have to be your own carrier – you just need a signal that's strong enough to
put the call through. When you need to make an emergency call, dial 9-1-1 the way you'll normally do on your phone. Make a call while in emergency mode The Home screen in emergency mode will only show the apps and features you absolutely need. This includes the Phone app and emergency call.
Tap the Phone app to access all your contacts so you can still make a call to family and friends. The numeric keypad is also available if you need to dial a new number. Tap Emergency call at the bottom of your Home screen to dial 9-1-1. Tap Yes to turn on the call. Note: You'll be able to use the Phone
app to make a call to a specified contact and also to make emergency calls. You can also turn on the flashlight and sound alarms and send your location information to others in a message. To turn on emergency mode, hold down electric eng key until the power menu appears. Tap Emergency mode. If
necessary, enter your lock screen credentials. Tap the check box to confirm that you've read the emergency mode terms and conditions, and then tap OK. Tap Enable : Emergency mode will be turned on. On phones without a dedicated power key, swipe down from the top of the screen to open quick
settings. Tap the power icon, then tap Emergency Mode. The emergency mode interface is very different from the regular interface you're used to. Here's what it looks like: Flashlight: Turn the flashlight on or off. Share my location: Share your location with a recipient of your choice. Internet: Launch
Samsung Internet. Emergency alarm: Your phone will trigger a loud alarm. Phone: Start the Phone app to make calls. Add an app: Add additional apps. You can only add Facebook, Calculator, Clock, Maps, Email or Samsung Notes. Sometimes, even in emergency mode, you don't need certain apps. You
can delete apps you don't want to use. While in emergency mode, tap More options (all three vertical dots), then tap Remove apps. Tap the Delete icon next to the app you want to remove, then tap Done. If necessary, you can add the app again late tapping Add app. Just because emergency mode is
bare, doesn't mean your phone loses all its features. Tap More options (the three vertical dots), then tap Settings. Tap a function to change settings. Note: There will only be apps and features that can be used in emergency mode. When you no longer have to worry about battery life, it's time to turn off
emergency mode. emergency services. out of emergency mode. If you ever experience a real emergency, such as a flood or earthquake, you may not have the time to make a phone call or send a text. Because of this, you need to set up the SOS message feature on your phone. It will send an SOS alert
to emergency contacts, so they will know something is wrong. All you have to do is press the Side key or power key a few times to send the alert. To configure SOS messages, first go to and open Settings. Tap Advanced, then tap SOS messages. Tap the toggle at the top of the screen; read the
information, then tap Continue. Review the required permissions, then tap Start. From here, select Create Contact or Select between Contacts. Make or choose your emergency contact – you will be the one who receives sos alerts. If you want, you can add multiple contacts. Tap Back, then adjust the
different settings. For example, you can adjust how many times you need to press the Side key or power key before sending an alert. Or, you can decide whether to attach images or audio recording to the SOS message. If you are ever in an emergency and want to send an SOS message, press the Side
key or power key three or four times quickly. This will send an SOS message to your designated contacts. Note: Your phone must have an active SIM card to send an SOS alert. When you use the SOS feature, your location, your photo and voice recording will be sent the first time a call is made. It will
only send updated locations (every 30 minutes over a 24-hour period) if you've changed locations. This also applies to Galaxy Watch devices. Thanks for your comments! © 2020 Samsung Electronics America, Inc. SAMSUNG is a registered trademark of Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd. The remaining
brands, products and services, as well as their respective trademarks, names and logos, are the property of their respective owners. The above content is provided for entertainment and information purposes only. See the user manual for more complete information. All information included in this
document is subject to change without notice. Samsung is not liable for direct or indirect damages arising from or related to the use or dependence of the contents in this document. mobile|se mobile|phones
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